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QUADRUPOLE BEAM-BASED ALIGNMENT IN THE RHIC
INTERACTION REGIONS!

J. Ziegler† , Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton NY, USA
T. Satogata‡ , Jefferson Lab, Newport News VA, USA

Abstract

Continued beam-based alignment (BBA) efforts have
provided significant benefit to both heavy ion and polar-
ized proton operations at RHIC. Recent studies demon-
strated previously unknown systematic beam positionmon-
itor (BPM) offset errors and produced accurate measure-
ments of individual BPM offsets in the experiment interac-
tion regions. Here we describe the algorithm used to col-
lect and analyze data during the 2010 and early 2011 RHIC
runs and the results of these measurements.

INTRODUCTION ANDMOTIVATION

The objective of BBA at RHIC is to determine BPM
readings at which beam goes through the center of a nearby
quadrupole. Each reading is then used to null this offset in
reported control system BPM data. The approach adopted
by the authors focuses attention on BPM-quadrupole pairs
that are in close proximity and are aligned with respect to
each other. The standard technique [1, 2, 3] for storage
rings involves calculating difference orbits between two
states: nominal and slightly modified magnet strengths for
the quadrupole nearest the BPM under investigation. This
can be done for a number of different quadrupole-to-beam
offsets that are varied by a local orbit bump centered on said
quadrupole. It is then possible to calibrate the zero read-
ings of the BPMs using the BPM offset reading for which
varying quadrupole strengths result in a minimum (ideally
zero) rms difference orbit i.e., when beam travels through
the center of a quadrupole and receives no feed-down kick
capable of disturbing the orbit.
Apart frommeasuring and correcting the BPM offsets as

a part of instrumentation maintenance, the technique can
be used for more specific applications. For example, as
will be discussed shortly, the technique was used at RHIC
to verify BPM offset reversals that previous BBA checks
did not discover.
Our investigation is a follow-up to a similar study [4]

performed at RHIC during both the copper and polarized
proton portions of the 2005 run. That study, like this one,
also focused primarily on low-! IR BPMs. These addi-
tional efforts were undertaken in light of new information
concerning the BPM offset reversals mentioned above.

!Work supported by Brookhaven Science Associates, LLC under Con-
tract No. DE-AC02-98CH10886 with the U.S. Department of Energy.

† jziegler@bnl.gov
‡ satogata@jlab.org

CQS Packages
It is advantageous for quadrupoles, correctors, sex-

tupoles, and beam position monitors to be accurately lo-
cated with respect to the beam and relative to each other.
For this reason, RHIC was designed with many corrector-
quadrupole-sextupole (CQS) “packages” that are com-
prised of the aforementionedmagnetic devices, and option-
ally a BPM, in a rigid mechanical assembly. The CQS
packages were surveyed “on the bench” before installa-
tion whereby any BPM-to-reference orbit and magnet-to-
BPM offsets were recorded [5] . The latter of these mea-
surements is used in the RHIC controls system to cali-
brate BPM offsets with respect to quadrupole centers and is
known to change over time as work is completed and com-
ponents settle. Installation tolerances for quadrupole-BPM
misalignment were!x = !y = 0.25 mm rms.
The CQS packages are designed with leads for the mag-

nets and instrumentation on only one end and are installed
to minimize the amount of superconducting buswork and
penetrations through the cryostat. This consideration is in-
dependent of beam direction, so the orientation of the pack-
ages varies throughout the ring depending on where the
nearest cold cryostat is. The number of packages installed
with each of the two possible orientations is approximately
equal. Of the roughly 300 packages containing BPMs, 148
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Figure 1: BBA data for all Q1 and Q3 BPMs at 6 o’clock
in both Yellow and Blue. The resulting offsets for these
BPMs are listed in table 1. Most BPMs are shown multiple
times and only one fit (bo6-bv3 from March 09, 2010) is
included. The RHIC BPM naming convention can be ex-
plained by way of an example: Yellow Inside 2 o’clock
BPM Horizontal 3 is abbreviated yi2-bh3.



Table 1: Parameters and BBA results for Blue and Yellow IR quadrupoles and corresponding BPMs. Listed are all the Q1
and Q3 triplet quadrupoles for STAR. The strengths listed here are nominal operational values at injection and quadrupole
changes were made on top of them. Figure 1 is a plot of the latest BBA data for the same BPMs. Beta functions are listed
for the gold portions of the specified runs, when most data was taken. Data marked † had 2010 BBA results installed prior
to 2011 measurement and this was taken into account here. Those marked ‡ were only measured once.

2005 Run 2010/2011 Run
Name k[m!1] !x[m] !y[m] Hor.[mm] Vert.[mm] !x[m] !y[m] Hor.[mm] Vert.[mm]
bi5-qf3 0.1148 144.47 62.06 -1.07±0.16 -0.24±0.00 127.92 66.59 -0.57±1.06 0.07±0.11 †

bi5-qf1 0.0809 76.10 82.83 -1.78±0.34 0.08±0.13 62.52 121.82 0.49±0.46 -1.52±1.94
bo6-qd1 -0.0809 83.00 78.36 0.28±0.06 -1.46±0.62 84.82 61.39 1.27±0.28 0.06±0.23 †

bo6-qd3 -0.1148 61.87 148.49 -0.33±0.19 -2.59±0.23 121.22 90.82 0.63±0.78 -0.06±0.02 †

yo5-qd3 -0.1148 62.07 146.04 -2.87±0.15 0.56±0.25 69.81 136.42 -1.47±0.33 -0.12 ‡

yo5-qd1 -0.0809 83.22 77.11 0.38±0.22 0.04±0.14 130.30 67.98 0.70±0.14 "0.303 ‡

yi6-qf1 0.0809 76.40 82.24 0.56±0.47 -0.03±0.27 59.01 77.88 0.47±0.02 0.10±0.45
yi6-qf3 0.1148 145.09 61.48 -1.41±0.40 -0.16±0.18 89.40 113.85 -0.05±0.16 –

have an orientation of -1, defined here as the orientation
with which the lead end of the package is the downstream
end. This orientation must be used when applying offsets
if accurate beam positions are to be reported.
When the BPM offsets were first introduced into the

RHIC control system, the orientation of each CQS pack-
age was not properly taken into consideration. The result
of this oversight was a systematic BPM offset error twice
the magnitude of the survey value (the implemented off-
set being the opposite sign of, but equal in magnitude to,
the correct setting) in the 148 packages installed with "1
polarity.
To further complicate the issue, the BPM survey offsets

provided were incorrectly interpreted or implemented by
a factor of -1. This was in addition to and independent
of CQS orientation and therefore affected vertical plane
BPMs as well as horizontal. The result of these two is-
sues working in concert was a systematic offset error in all
vertical and roughly half the horizontal BPMs.

DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
BBA data was collected over several beam experiment

sessions during the early parts of the 2010 gold and 2011
polarized proton RHIC runs. Thirty-five BPMs were an-
alyzed spanning both rings (blue and yellow) and planes
(vertical and horizontal) focusing primarily on BPMs in the
6- and 8-o’clock low-! IRs – the location of RHIC’s two
largest experiments, STAR and PHENIX.
One bunch was injected in each ring at injection ener-

gies of 9.8GeV/n and 23.8GeV/n and intensity #1e9 and
#1e11 for gold and polarized protons, respectively. Mag-
net control servers were separated to allow simultaneous
and independent control and data acquisition in each ring.
Beam parameters were tuned to avoid resonances and min-
imize beam losses. A local orbit three-bump was created
using correctors centered on the quadrupole nearest the
BPM under investigation and in the same plane. The bump
was scanned in amplitude from "6 mm to +6 mm in 2
or 1.5 mm steps. At each bump amplitude, orbits were

acquired for both the nominal quadrupole setting and an
adjusted value of !k = ±10!3 m!1 for focusing and de-
focusing quadrupoles, respectively.

This data was then used to produce plots of the arc (Q10
through Q10) rms difference orbit between baseline (pre
quad change) and offset (post quad change) orbits as a
function of average baseline BPM reading for each of the
bump amplitudes. Least-squares fits to both positive and
negative bump data were used to determine the location of
rms minima. See figure 1. Perl and shell scripts were writ-
ten to automate both data acquisition and analysis.

Figure 2: BBA plot for bo2-bv1 that was part of the confir-
mation of vertical BPM offset reversal. The controls sys-
tem offset at the time of data taking was 1956µm. The
BBA result above is twice the magnitude and the opposite
sign of this value which is strong evidence for offset rever-
sal.
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bi8-bh1: Orientation +1

(a) With a database offset of -1.36 mm, bi8-bh1 BBA would have given
a result near +2.8 mm if its offset had been reversed.
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(b) A result of -3.5 mm, roughly twice the magnitude and opposite sign
of the database offset of 1.79 mm, suggests offset reversal for yi2-bh3.

Figure 3: A comparison of two horizontal BBA results contrasting correctly (figure a) and incorrectly (figure b) installed
offsets. The quadrupole strength change used in producing the above data was 10 !4 m!1.

RESULTS

Confirmation of Offset Reversals

Over the past few runs, we had observed unphysical be-
havior of IR region orbit measurements. This was hypothe-
sized to be due to systematic BPM errors. The confirmation
of BBA offsets was a major step forward in understanding
this anomaly.

Figure 3 contrasts two horizontal BBA results, one with
each of the two orientations. The plot on the right shows
yi2-bh3 (orientation -1) and on the left is bi8-bh1 (orienta-
tion +1) which, at the time of measurement, had database
offsets of 1.79 mm and -1.36 mm, respectively. That the
rms difference orbit reaches a minimum at a BPM reading
of roughly twice the magnitude and opposite sign of the
database offset for yi2-bh3 is strong evidence that this off-
set has been reversed. Results consistent with these were
found for other horizontal BPMs with the same orientation
and for all vertical BPMs, e.g., bo2-bv1 in figure 2.

IR Quadrupoles

Thirty-five IR BPMs have been analyzed since the
database offsets were corrected. The average offset was
162 ± 387 µm with reproducibility on many BPMs being
200 µm or less. This is a marked improvement over the
2005 results which had a standard deviation of 815 µm[4].
A number of BBA offsets near the 6-o’clock IR were in-
stalled. This reduced the average offset from 774 µm
to 142 µm, a value comparable to the BBA accuracy for
those BPMs. A sample of BBA results and corresponding
quadrupole parameters is listed in table 1.

CONCLUSIONS
BBA data has been collected over the past two runs for

all three of the active experimental IRs at RHIC, updating
results from the 2005 run whichwere taken with incorrectly
installed offsets. The technique was successfully applied
to expose a systematic misuse of the BPM survey offsets
in the control system. This is likely to benefit polarized
proton operations as polarization transmission through ac-
celeration ramps depends on RMS orbit control in the arcs,
but a quantitative understanding of its impact is still under
active investigation.
Data taking is ongoing as are refinements to the BBA

technique aimed at reducing systematic errors and prop-
erly accounting for dispersive effects. Further develop-
ment may focus on non-triplet BPMs such as those located
near snakes, or arc quadrupoles that do not have individu-
ally shunted power supplies (a prerequisite for the current
method) and as such, will require a modified procedure.
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